
Chapter 2  11.-15.05.2020 

1. The Tunnel  
 

“Shh … just listen. Moog, Raul and I want to explore a place called Freedom Tunnel. And we want to do that 
tomorrow. We’re meeting at the 125th Street Station near Riverside Park and the tunnel entrance. Basti 
wants to come. There’s some of the greatest graffiti in the world down there. I’m taking my spray paints. 
We want to do our own”. (p. 29, l. 27ff.)  

 

Do you think it’s a good idea to go into the tunnel? What makes it exciting? What makes it dangerous? 
 

Help:   I think it’s (not) a good idea because ... 

I feel nervous/excited/scared when I think about the tunnel because ... 

I think the tunnel is a dangerous place because ... 
 

2. Stickers 
 

Rick and his friends create stickers and stick them on street lamps and other public property (p. 22). They also 
want to spray graffitis in the tunnel.  

Say what you think about this kind of street art. Then choose a) or b). 

a) Create your own street sticker.  

b) Create your own graffiti on a large piece of paper. 

 

3. Chapter 2 - Summary 

Match the sentences. Write the correct letter in the middle. 

siehe nächste Seite 

 

 

Chapter 3  11.-15.05.2020 

 
1. Zoe and Mr. Kaminski  
Make notes on these questions. 
a) Why does Zoe get lost in the tunnel (p. 40, l. 5ff.)?  
b) How do you think Zoe feels when she meets the old man?  
c) How do Basti and Rick react when they see Mr. Kaminski for the first time?  
d) Try to find as much information about Mr. Kaminski as you can. Say where you have found your information 
(page number, line). 
 

 

2. Summary Chapter 3 
When you write a summary, using words like and, before, because … is important. They link ideas and make 
better sentences. Fill in the gaps with the correct words from the box. 
 
 

Wichtiger Hinweis!!! 
 
Die Lösungen der Aufgaben zu Chapter 1 -3 sind mir über die Mailadresse der Schule  
 

sylvia.martin@gym-gommern.bildung-lsa.de 
 
bis Freitag, den 15.05.2020, 16 Uhr von allen Schülern zuzusenden!!! 
 
Die Übermittlung der Seiten kann als pdf oder auch als Foto der einzelnen Seiten des Lesetagebuches erfolgen. 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:sylvia.martin@gym-gommern.bildung-lsa.de


 

Chapter 2 - Summary 

Match the sentences. Write the correct letter in the middle. 

1 Uncle Ben tells the four teenagers  a) to spray graffiti on a wall down there. 

2 When Uncle Ben buys the tickets he is angry  b) and they tell Zoe and Debbie about it. 

3 The kids enjoy the Empire State Building  c) but they can’t tell Uncle Ben or Aunt Marion. 

4 After their visit to the Empire State Building  d) because they have a great view from there. 

5 Rick and Basti talk about the next day   e) and Rick's plans. 

6 Rick wants to go to a tunnel  f) but Rick calls her a “party pooper“ so she agrees. 

7 Basti thinks it's a great idea   g) that they’re going to the Empire State Building. 

8 The girls want to come  h) because they are so expensive. 

9 Later, Debbie doesn't want to go anymore  i) they walk along Broadway. 

 

 

Chapter 3 - Summary 
 

When you write a summary, using words like and, before, because … is important. They link ideas and make 
better sentences. Fill in the gaps with the correct words from the box. 

 
 
 
 

 

____________________ Basti, Zoe and Rick go to the tunnel. Everybody is excited. On their way they meet 

Moog and Raul, Rick’s friends. _________________ they have to climb over a fence. Moog and Raul want to 

go into the tunnel right away _______________ Rick tells them to wait for the next train ______________ 

passes by ____________________ they are still talking. They know _________________ there is a train every 

40 minutes ____________________ they check their watches __________________ they go into the tunnel.  

Rick is amazed by the great graffiti on the walls. They look at the graffiti of other artists ___________________ 

then find a free spot ____________________ there is no graffiti. Raul, Rick and Moog put down their 

backpacks, unpack the cans ____________________ start spraying. Zoe takes a lot of photos of the graffiti on 

the walls ____________________ walks too far into the tunnel. She forgets to watch the time too.  

____________________ she realizes that the next train will come soon she looks for a safe place. She sees a 

door, opens it ____________________ is in a very dark room so she has to use her flashlight. 

___________________ she looks around, an old man starts talking to her.  

At first Zoe is scared ____________________ the man, _________________ name is Kaminski, is very friendly.  

Basti realizes _________________ Zoe isn’t there anymore. He and Rick are worried about that  

_________________ the next train will be coming soon. They look for Zoe _________________ finally find the 

door _________________ leads them to the office _________________  they find Zoe with the old man.  

_________________ the three of them leave the tunnel together _________________ they have an 

appointment with Debbie at Central Park. 

 

 

whose • first • but (3) • so • before • and (4) • where (2) • when (2) • because (2) • which (2) • 

after that • the next day • while • that (2) 


